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“Traveling abroad, whether in person or virtually, benefits everyone. When you make a choice to do something different, to see and experience new people and places, you offer yourself and everyone around you a chance to grow.”

Zhané’s desire to continue gaining international experience during the COVID-19 pandemic motivated her to complete a virtual internship in Buenos Aires. She worked with L.I.F.E. Argentina, whose mission is to serve youth living in socially marginalized and impoverished areas of Argentina. Through collaboration with on-site supervisors and another U.S. student, Zhané helped redesign the organization’s logo, website and social media content. Working in a cross-cultural environment has helped her become a stronger intercultural leader.

After her Gilman experience, Zhané graduated from the University of South Carolina with a Bachelor of Arts in Visual Communications. She plans to continue learning about storytelling for social impact by pursuing a master’s degree in Visual and Digital Media at IE University in Madrid, Spain (2022).

- Received the Gilman Scholarship while attending the University of South Carolina
- Worked as a Visual & Digital Media Intern for L.I.F.E. Argentina, a nonprofit based in Buenos Aires
- Earned a Working Remotely Across Cultures micro-credential
- Produced and hosted a podcast with her home university to promote study abroad and highlight stories from students, faculty and staff